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Arianna Lattimore-Harris   
 

This is book of acrostic poems. This book of poems is about my mom, Katie Mae Harris. Acrostic 
poems are poems that are used to describe something or someone. In this book of poems I am writing 
about my mom. I hope you love it,not like it. 

 

 

 

 

     Your author, 

      Arianna  

       Lattimore- 

        Harris  

 

 

  



K      is for Kind and gentle because she never yells at you  

A       is for awesome because she gives me money when I want to go 

shopping at Aeropostale clothing store 

T       is for tiny feet because I can fit her shoes and I am only 10, 

almost able to fit her clothes 

I             is for intelligent because she got her college degree in nursing 

at GTCC 

E       is for encouraging because when I want to give up she tells me 

to keep trying  
 
  



 

M is for marvelous because she can clean, cook and take care of 

all her kids at the same time 

A     is for adorable because she has style for an example she a zebra dress 

with black high heels  

E     is for entertaining because she tells jokes that can make you laugh 

all night 
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H is for honest because she tells you the truth 

A      is for amazing with talent because she trains special needs people to 

become adults 

R       is for radiant because she almost never has a frown on her face until 

she is hurt  
R       is for responsible because she has to clean the house, take care of her 

kids and cook      

I          is for incredible because she takes me to the arcade 

S   is for sweet because she helps you in so many things like homework 
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About The Author  
 

Arianna was born on September 14, 2001. She is now living at the age of ten years old. She is living in 
the United States Of America . She is living in Greensboro , North Carolina. She is living with her mom. 
She goes to her grandma’s house during the day to help her clean the house to earn a phone.  She 
always works to the best of her ability to make sure that everyone is okay. 
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